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In-depth preparation for the Advanced Placement test in French includes:Two full-length practice

exams with all questions answered and explainedTips and strategies for mastering all skills and

tasks required for success on the examOne MP3 CD containing exemplary conversations and oral

presentationsExpanded open response and oral presentation sectionPractice for multiple-choice

sections, the persuasive essays, and the audio portions of both practice examsTest takers will also

find valuable information that offers insights into the most significant facets of the new French

Language and Culture exam.
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Redoing this review because I really had no idea how to write a proper review then (this was like my

very first review haha).So this AP Barron's French Language and Culture book comes with a very

helpful CD, full of mp3 listening tracks, most of which are 1-3 minutes long. These listening

exercises go along well with the detailed exam section specific book chapters, and will allow you to

get used to hearing a variety of French accents/dialects (you really want to get used to almost

anything the AP throws at you; sometimes you get decent Parisian speakers at a good pace, other

times Spanish-tinged Basque Country accents that are a little harder to follow, or Quebec

Canadian...just be prepared. Give yourself enough time to adequately go through everything in the

book and the CD and you should do well.)The book itself is surprisingly thin and it could go into



more detail with regards to grammar and conjugations, but Barron's has a small yellow French book

dedicated to the finer nuances of the language's grammatical constructions.You get two practice

tests with this book and various practice sections scattered throughout. I would write down what

sections the book offers, but that would be redundant (see bottom of product listing; it's already

there). Each practice test (and the real exam) will take between three and four hours to complete, as

there are pure reading sections, reading and listening, pure listening, and writing with reading,

writing with listening and reading, and also conversations (talk to a computer, prerecorded, 20

seconds before switching off).

Audio sections helped especially, though I found that the format in general was really helpful. I felt

prepared for all aspects of the test, and if you leave yourself a decent amount of time to go through

parts of the book, you will do well. I independent studied for the test using just this book-and got a 4.

I am sure I would've scored a 3 had I not had this book.

What it is supposed to do.

excellent book

Great!
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